The Fastest and Simplest
Way to Fully Capture and
Understand Your Jobsite
OpenSpace Project Is the Leading Hands-Free Jobsite Capture
Solution, Harnessing AI-Powered Analytics and BIM Integration

The OpenSpace Difference
360 video and smartphone photos
automatically pinned to plans

50% savings on
travel time and cost

20X faster and more complete
than manual solutions

Millions saved in change orders
and rework costs

150,000 square feet
captured per hour

Integrations with Procore,
BIM360 and more

O P E N S PA C E P R O J E C T
F E AT U R E S

Automated 360 Video Capture

Field Notes

Share Data the Way You Want

Simply push start and walk the site with a
360 camera. We automatically map every
image – captured twice per second – to
your floor plans. After a few walks, most
projects can expect results in 10 to 15
minutes – not hours, not days.

Add detailed images and notes on your
phone while you walk; our software
automatically pins them to floor plans. Field
Notes make short work of punch items,
observations, RFIs and more.

Our Custom Views feature lets you
choose what construction photo
documentation data you want to share –
and with whom. We also provide an offline
deliverable for your handover package,
and you can generate PowerPoint reports
in just a few clicks.

BIM Compare

Object Search (BETA)

Progress Tracking (BETA)

We provide VDC tools that let you
compare actual site conditions to your
BIM. BIM Compare is cloud-based and
fully-featured: turn layers on and off, snap
measurements – everything you’d expect
to do with your model.

Simply select an object or feature, such
as a ladder or a stack of drywall, and click
search. The system will find similar images
and locate them in time and space so you
can quickly get a sense of where things are
and what’s been installed.

Quickly see where the action is on your
site and make sure it’s going according
to plan. The system will track all manner
of changes, such as work put in place and
new debris piles. You can also track by
trade, such as drywall and framing.

How It Works

Capture and
document your
project in minutes

Images automatically
mapped to plans

Simple interactive
viewing and AI tools

Industry-Leading Builders Trust OpenSpace

You can take 100 photos of every room manually, and I guarantee that the
one photo you need won’t be there. That’s where OpenSpace is great. It
captures sites thoroughly and fast, organizes imagery without any effort,
and makes it searchable later when you need it.”
Adam Settino
Director of Virtual Design & Construction, Lee Kennedy Co.

Want to use OpenSpace to capture 150,000 square feet per hour, hands free?
Email info@openspace.ai or visit openspace.ai/get-a-demo today.

